2015-16 UCLA Hellman Fellows

Stephen Acabado (Anthropology)
Highland Responses to Spanish Colonialism in the Philippines

Michelle Caswell (Information Studies)
Community Archives Countering Symbolic Annihilation

Yvonne Chen (Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering)
Engineering Tumor-Targeting T Cells with Autonomous Safeguard Against Cytokine Release Syndrome

Lauren Duquette-Rury (Sociology)
Voice and Exit: The Paradox of Cross-Border Politics in Mexico

Ian Holloway (Social Welfare)
Substance Use and Physical/Sexual Violence in MSM Nightlife Venues

Jingyi Li (Statistics/Human Genetics)
A New Statistical Measure to Capture Complex Gene Interactions from Massive Genomic Data

Kirk Lohmueller (Ecology and Evolutionary Biology)
Population Genomic Signatures of Mutagenic Recombination

Lingsen Meng (Earth, Planetary, and Space Sciences)
A Novel Tsunami Early Warning System Based on Seismic Antennas

Christopher Tausanovitch (Political Science)
How Often Do Americans Know Their Own Views on Public Policy Questions, and How Does this Affect Representation?

Jasmine Trice (Film, Television and Digital Media)
City of Screens: Circulation, Cinema, and the Transnational in Manila, Philippines

Alex Wang (Law)
Environmental Transparency in China